後身身先、外身身存的聖人之道
∼祝賀美國一貫道總會舉辦紀念金公祖師一百六十歲誕辰
暨天然古佛成道六十五週年感恩大會及
發揚中華道統文化暨 孝親感恩活動

一貫道世界總會 袁翥鶚 理事長
ࠧ̚Ă͇гˠۏĂ˲ߏᛳٺѣԛវ҃ѣ၁ኳ۞ڌҘĂտυѣ
໑ᗼঐε۞˘͇ĄĂ͇гңͽਕхдтధ̝˳ĉ

ҋ

ҁ̄ͽࠎߏЯ͇гѣĶͽ̙ҋϠķ۞ჟৠĄҁ̄ᄮࠎ͇гѣ̂
ᇇ۞ቡ߇Ă֤ߏܮ৷ოࠎӀ҃ϠĂ҃ͷߏҌ̳ռ۞Ă୮ܲĂ˘
୧ІгٙᏜᜁࠗ؇ᚥĄٙ߉۞၆෪ߊ՟ѣᏐழᅈܕĂ˵՟ѣෳክᄃ
рೋ̶̝ĂٙᏜ͇ռᖬĂгռྶĂ͟͡ռĂᄲځιߏԆБ՟ѣ
̶Ҿ۞ռ͕Ăಶߏ˘ቡ߇Ăٙͽਕ͇ܜг˳۞நдѩĄ
ཐˠѣᝥٺѩĂ͇ڱߏٺ෪гĂड़͇ڱгռ҃Ӏ۞͞ёĂΝซ
Җ۞ᖚయҖְĄּтĂдЩҜ˯ăᝋ๕˯ă˜Ҍఱੑඈඈ۞̶˯Ă
υߏАˠ҃̎ޢĂ̙ᄃ͇˭ۋАĂಶΨઇĶ֗ޢķĄ҃ϒЯ
ࠎཐˠѣ̙̝ۋᇇĂ͵זצ҃ͅݒˠ۞ଯຑĂ͇ᄃ̝҃ˠᕩ̝Ă˼ࡌ༱
͵̝ޢĂצܜˠૣĂ֤ᇹཐˠ۞јಶ˫ҫА˞˘ਠˠ̝݈˞ĂٙᏜ
υုĂυҜĂυЩĂ֤ߏܮΨઇĶ֗Аķ۞ந˞Ą
ѨĂٙᏜĶγ֗ķ۰Ă˜ߏཐˠ۞͕ณߏͽᇇࠎώĂ՟
ѣԧ࠹Ă̙Ր˘̎ռˠ۞ၷពĂ҃ддౌߏ̎ࠎˠ۞Ăߏཉҋ֗
۞ӀचޘٺγĂಶΨઇĶγ֗ķĄ҃Ķ֗хķ۰ĂߏϒЯࠎਕѣ
ҹ̎ռ҃Ԟԧ̝ᇇĂޢٺј͇˯ĂЩ͵มĂᇇຽჟৠĂ
༱͵ϖдĂߏ̏̂ྋ௲˞Ă߇͠Ķ֗хķĄ࣎֗Ăҋ۞ߏ֗ڱĄ
̫͇̂छ࠹ჸд઼࡚ࠃՉᒧဋି͕̚ĂВТણᄃ઼࡚˘రᓁົٙ
ᓝᏱ۞Ķࡔ̳ܛهয়र˘Ѻ̱Ȉ໐ኚ֚ၱ͇ΟҢј̱Ị̏ฉѐຏा
̂ົ̈́൴̚ර̼͛ၱ 45 ԂᏐຏा߿જķĂឰԧࣇஎגវົҁয়
रăरăरϓၱЧቢಞЧҜҁ݈ˠዅă݈ኰዅࣇĂౌтТҁ̄ٙ
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ᄲ۞ĂĶͽ̙ҋϠĂ߇ਕܜϠĄķĶߏͽཐˠĂ֗҃֗ޢАĂγ
֗҃֗хĄķ۞ৌϒϠ̂ጯયĄ၁Ăдԧࣇ۞छĂѣԧࣇয়Аͭ
ϓĂ؇ᚥҋ֗Ă᜕̄गјܜĂ็ٚĂҕਔ͞ਕؼᜈҌ̫ĄϺтд
ԧࣇ۞ಞĂѣԧࣇҁয়रăरăरϓၱЧቢಞ݈ኰዅࣇĂĶԞ
̎ࠎˠĂྕະ؇ᚥķ۞ᇊᓟ็Ăਔ͇Ϻ͞ਕ็ٚϖᜈĂౌߏЯ
ࠎᄃĶ͇̝ĂӀ̙҃चćཐˠ̝Ăࠎ̙҃ۋķ࠹ݵᑕĄ
̫͇д̂छТ՚дࡔ̳ܛهয়र˘Ѻ̱Ȉ໐ኚ֚ၱ͇ΟҢј
̱Ị̏ฉѐຏा̂ົ̈́൴̚ර̼͛ၱ 56 ԂᏐຏा߿જ۞щேঈ
ि̚Ă˘ర͵ࠧᓁົᖰͽҁ̄߱ྖᄃ̂छВݍĂ˵ະᔛ̂छϖᜈҁ
၁࣒ᏱĂ͇ڱгĂ൴೭ཐኰঈ෪ĂঈҋĂચυσणĂҁয়रă
रăरϓ็۞؟ўநຐΞ၁னĄະৡ̂छཐ˲тຍРேĂચσ
णĂ̂ົјΑ႕Ą
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Place self last and yet triumph first.
Place self outside and yet shine forever.
--- The Tao of Sages
Congratulatory Speech by Elder Master Chih-O Yuan:
Congratulations to I-Kuan Tao USA for holding the Commemoration of
the 160th Anniversary of Patriarch Jin-Gong’s Birth, the 65th Anniversary of
Buddha Tianran’s Return to Heaven, Advancement of Traditional Chinese
Culture and Parent Appreciation Activity

I

n the nature, the heaven and the earth, mankind and things, anything
belonging to the physical and material realm will one day ultimately be
destroyed and vanish. However, why have the heaven and the earth continued
to exist as long as such?
Lao Tse considered that it was their spirit of “not existing for themselves”.
Lao Tse thought the possession of great virtue by the heaven and the earth
was the cause. They exist purely for serving life’s ends. Moreover, they are
absolutely fair and square without reservation. They make so-called sacrifice
and dedication unconditionally. The subjects they serve are not differentiated
either according to their familiar or unfamiliar, remote or near condition,
or according to their eminence or modesty, likes or dislikes. This is the socalled heaven’s selfless shielding, earth’s selfless bearing as well as sun’s and
moon’s selfless shining. It tells that they have absolutely no discriminating
selfish mind. This is why the heaven and the earth are everlasting.
Upon reviewing this, the sages then proceeded into the deepest mode of
practicing Tao. They carried out their duties by following the example of the
selfless and altruistic way of the heaven and the earth. For example, on fame
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and power as well as wealth management, sages always considered other
people’s benefits first but theirs last. They never competed with the world
to receive benefits first. This is called “Place self last”. Nevertheless, it was
because of their non-competing virtue; on the contrary, they were commended
by people of the world. The Heaven reinforced sages and the people pledged
allegiance to them. After thousands of generations, they were still revered for
long. With this respect in mind, the sages’ achievements preempted those of
the ordinary people’s. It was a certainty that they would achieve longevity,
rank, and reputation. This is called the Principle of “Triumph first”.
Secondly, the significance of “Place self outside” points at the sages’
mind capacity, the basis of which is morality. They had no perception of self,
and did not seek their own honor and fame. In every respect, they were selfsacrificed to benefit others, without considering their own personal benefits.
This is called the Principle of “Place self outside”. The significance of “Shine
forever” is because sages had the virtue of self-discipline, selflessness,
and self-oblivion, they could finally attain Buddhahood in Heaven and be
remembered and respected on earth. They attained the ultimate relief. This
is why it’s called “Shine forever”. The self which shines is naturally the
embodiment of truth and law.
Today, we gather at the Culture Center of Taipei Economic and Cultural
Office in Los Angeles. Together we participate in the Commemoration of
the 160th Anniversary of Patriarch Jin-Gong’s Birth, the 65th Anniversary
of Buddha Tianran’s Return to Heaven, Advancement of Traditional Chinese
Culture and 45 Parent Appreciation Activity held by I-Kuan Tao USA. Let us
understand deeply the great learning of true life of The Elder Patriarch, The
Patriarch, The Matriarch and every elder Qian Ren, and senior Tao members
of every branch of I-Kuan Tao. It’s just like what Lao Tse said: “They do not
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exist for themselves and thus can exist forever.” “Therefore the sages place
themselves last and yet triumph first”. In fact, within our clan, our ancestors
and parents sacrifice themselves to protect and support the growth of their
offspring so that generations can pass on, and the blood relationship continues
to last till now. This is just like our Tao cultivation field in which we have The
Elder Patriarch, The Patriarch, The Matriarch, and all senior Tao members of
every branch of Tao community. With the spirit of self-oblivion for the sake
of others and sincere self-sacrifice, they pass on the essence of the true nature.
Therefore, the transmission of Heavenly Decree of Tao can last forever. This
is because it resonates with the principle of “The Tao of heaven is to nourish
and undernourish not. The Tao of sages is to tend and contend not.”
Today we immerse ourselves in this peaceful and composed atmosphere
of the Commemoration of the 160th Anniversary of Patriarch Jin-Gong’s Birth,
the 65th Anniversary of Buddha Tianran’s Return to Heaven, Advancement
of Traditional Chinese Culture and 45 Parent Appreciation Activity. The
World I-Kuan Tao Headquarters present respectfully these quotes by Lao
Tse to share with you so that we can use them to encourage one another.
Also, I would like to cordially invite everybody to perpetually continue
honest cultivation and propagation of Tao, follow the example of the nature
and bring the sages’ prevailing spirit into full play. With the exuberance of
Tao spirit, the Tao mission will definitely expand at a large scale. The Elder
Patriarch, The Patriarch, and The Matriarch’s kind ideals will eventually
come true. I wish everyone well in their spiritual and earthly lives, prosperity
in promoting the Tao mission, and a complete success for the Event.
Translated by: Cheuk Fai Wu
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